
DyNAMC’s Favorite Things In its mission to promote diversity, DyNAMC felt it inspiring to showcase 
those diversity sports themed items we deem noteworthy or that would 
make a great gift.  Spread the Love!

Diversity & Inclusion in Sport 
Organizations Paperback – June 24, 2015
by George B. Cunningham (Author) 

Diversity & Inclusion in Sport Organizations, 
3e provides readers with a comprehensive 
understanding of the ways in which people differ-
-including race, sex, age, mental and physical 
ability, appearance, religion, sexual orientation, 
and social class--and how these differences can 
influence sport organizations. It offers specific 
strategies for managing diversity in work and sport 
environments, provides an overview of diversity 
training that can be implemented in the workplace, 
and discusses the legal issues related to the 
various diversity dimensions. Grounded in research 
and theory, this user-friendly book emphasizes 
the practical applications of research findings and 
provides relevant sport-related examples.
Paperback, June 24, 2015
Price $54.00 

The Control of Black Expression in American 
Sport and Society Kindle Edition 
by Vernon Andrews (Author) 

The manuscript is the culmination of two decades of athlete 
interviews and surveys on the politics of “appropriate” sports 
behavior, rules committees, why Black and White athletes 
behave the way they do on the field, and five decades of 
observing sports in places as varied as Oakland to New 
Zealand, Australia, Scotland and Wales. This study centers 
on culture-centered celebration behavior – Muhammad Ali’s 
swagger as the mold for Black style – and the struggles over 
ever-constricting NFL/NCAA rules on celebration (with humility 
as the White norm) and racial resistance over the years.
Kindle, Kindle eBook, January 15, 2015 
Price $9.95 

Sport, Race, and Ethnicity: 
Narratives of Difference and 
Diversity (Sport & Global Cultures) 
Paperback – May 16, 2011 
by Daryl Adair (Editor) 

This provocative collection brings together 
some of the leading historians, sociologists, 
political scientists, and cultural theorists on 
an ambitious range of topics dealing with 
sport, diversity and difference. The book is 
both diverse and inclusive, for it considers 
race, ethnicity and aboriginality in tandem; 
too often these themes are segmented into 
separate studies. The collection features 
vibrant examples from different eras, 
places and spaces - wherein co-themes 
like post-colonialism, gender and media 
representation are embedded. 

Paperback
Price $24.95 

Outcasts United: The Story of a Refugee 
Soccer Team That Changed a Town 
Paperback – September 10, 2013 
by Warren St. John (Author) 

Based on the adult bestseller, Outcasts United: An 
American Town, a Refugee Team, and One Woman’s 
Quest to Make a Difference, this young people’s 
edition is a complex and inspirational story about the 
Fugees, a youth soccer team made up of diverse 
refugees from around the world, and their formidable 
female coach, Luma Mufleh. Clarkston, Georgia, 
was a typical southern town until it became a refugee 
resettlement center. The author explores how the 
community changed with the influx of refugees and how 
the dedication of Lumah Mufleh and the entire Fugees 
soccer team inspired an entire community.

Kindle price $7.99 
Hardcover price $12.46 
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Signed O’Ree, Willie NHL 
Diversity Hat autographed 
by Powers Collectibles 
Comes with a certificate of authenticity
$79.00 & FREE Shipping 

Diversity and Social Justice 
in College Sports: Sport 
Management and the Student 
Athlete Hardcover – August 30, 
2007 
by Dana Brooks (Author), 
Ronald Althouse (Author) 

Each of the well-researched chapters 
in this comprehensive volume makes a 
singular contribution to understanding 
the complexities of diversity and social 
justice in college sports. Chapters are 
grouped into sections that address 
major components: Historical Analysis 
Social Justice and Cultural Concerns 
African American Coaching and Other 
Leadership Opportunities Media, 
Media Images, and Stereotyping 
Intersection of Race, Sport, and Law 
Sport Administration/Management: 
Intersection of Race, Class, and 
Gender Looking Toward the Future.
Hardcover 
Price $49.08 

Sport in a Changing World 
by  Howard L. Nixon (Author) 

In a stressful, turbulent world, sports can be an escape 
from reality. Yet sport actually mirrors the issues and 
problems of our world today, bearing the imprint of 
powerful forces of social change. This book offers a 
sociological perspective for seeing and understanding 
the place of sport in society and how it is affected by big 
business and by demographic, cultural, organizational, 
economic, political, and technological change. Nixon’s 
main focus is “big-time” commercialized and corporate 
sport, from Little League Baseball, Inc. to youth 
club sports, high school and college athletics, and 
professional and Olympic sports. He writes vividly of 
the making and unmaking of heroes and celebrities. 
Throughout he shows how the combined influence 
of networks of major sports organizations, media 
corporations, and corporate sponsors is shaping sport 
around the world.

Paperback 
Price $18.62 

I’m a Director of Cultural Diversity 
Never Wrong Job T Shirt 
Color: Sport Grey 
• 100% Cotton
• Graphics don’t fade or crack
• North American made
• Pre-shrunk
Price $19.99 - $21.99
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Silent Gesture: The Autobiography of 
Tommie Smith (Sporting) Paperback – May 
28, 2008 

by Tommie Smith (Author), Delois Smith (Author), 
David Steele (Author) * David Steele is featured in 
this issue of DyNAMC. 

Tommie Smith raised his black-gloved right fist after 
receiving the 200-meter gold medal at the 1968 
Mexico City Olympics. The picture of that moment 
is one of the most enduring sports images of the 
twentieth century. Nearly 40 years later, he details 
what the gesture symbolized for him and reveals 
what his life has been since. We learn that, in Smith’s 
mind, the raised glove was not a Black Power salute. 
We also learn that he was terrified he’d be shot while 
on the podium or afterward, a fear that left his life 
with a lingering undercurrent of paranoia. Along with 
reflections on the significance of the raised hand, 
Smith and coauthor Steele deliver a straightforward 
autobiography.  Still, Smith is an important figure in 
the history of American sports, and deserves a forum 
to tell his story his way. Wes Lukowsky.  Copyright © 
American Library Association.
Paperback 
$23.95

Four Generations of Color 
by Miles McAfee (Author) 

With all that has been said and written about the way African 
Americans have altered the landscape in sports, it has still 
only scratched the surface. The true, lasting effect of the 
discrimination they have faced is finally unveiled by a man 
who is not in baseball’s Hall of Fame, but who has played with, 
coached, scouted and represented athletes of all colors at 
every level of the national pastime for more than half a century.
Paperback 
$17.50
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